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Without Direct Reference to the

and point-of-view must reflect the writer’s credibility
- credentials in his dealing with the topic.

Constitution of Trinidad and Tobago
By Robert W. Dillon

PREAMBLE

E

ssays, we were told in school, were to be
written with certain categories of style in
mind, for example, narrative, analytical,
persuasive, discursive, factual (scientific

description) and so on. And, too, the writer must be
concerned, ever careful of other features such as
point of view and mood. In persuasive and
discursive essays one’s state of mind (mood) and
point of view (who you are and where you are
“coming from”) were acceptably powerful features
of the essay.
But when the writer was dealing with the scientific,
analytical, or descriptive, mood was dispassionate

An essay on “The Constitution” then should fall
somewhere between discursive and factual where
factual especially describes the Historical Features of
the Constitutions. But this writer will definitely be
breaking the writing rules mentioned above and will
be moving at will to write as he feels (trying to be
arrogant mind you) and with a multi-personal point
of view because he dares to be different.

So here goes…..
If a constitution, written for a people, a
society, is considered as “cast in stone” it
becomes intractable, a perfect example of
an “immovable object”. As time goes on,
these “professionals” who deal with it (like
lawyers for example) soon begin to see
how they can exploit the features of it and
as they become successful in their
exploitation (interpretations) they morph
into miners who see the constitution as ore to be
turned into monetary gains.

Another way of exemplifying this thought is through
the political prism. One hears mantras such as “The
Constitution gives everyone eligible the Right to
vote”. How often and for how long do we all dwell on
thoughts such as these – every (x) years we vote for
(y) individuals and Parties. Voting is an act of a
moment. After the moment, where and when does
9

Continued ...

the voting continue? Only in the next (x) years ! By
then, the politicians, like lawyers, are confident in
their ability honed over time – and not necessarily
by training or deservedness – join in the exploitation knowing that it could last for the (x) number
of years and even beyond.
So this is all predicated on the mindset or belief
that a constitution is and should be cast in stone. It
should be like the two tablets which Moses, the
prophet and law-giver, brought down from Mount
Sinai. And following from this the constitutional
users and interpreters become like the material
on which the laws are written , stone!
This writer wishes to come from outside, not from
the box, even almost outside of rational thinking –
and say that a constitution must be a dynamic, living , moving organism (document). And for a constitution to live and be seen as dynamic, it must be
like a top (TOP), spinning on the axis of a nail,
heavy on top and narrowing at the bottom. It must
continue to spin to stay upright, its spinning carries the greater weight (mass) of the people it is to
serve but who are at the top; its spinning is dynamic and suggests changing positions but continued life and liveliness and explains the paradox of
“The more things change the more they remain
the same” – ever changing but seemingly the same
since, like living beings on a planet – both spin!

Such dynamic spinning (dynamism) then suggests
that like planets - the planet Earth especially – there
is a finite, predictable time for us to consider how
the spinning – change is going.
We should therefore be confident enough to
consider constitutional re-evaluation in the same
way – or even more seriously so - as we consider
political re-evaluation. The constitution must have an
“anniversary” clause built into it.
No interest group can take the constitution for
granted (as working only in their particular interest)
and the people forming the mass at the top would
know that it is their energy (involvement) that would
keep the constitutional top from toppling over.
So there it is He who has ears to hear --DISCLAIMER
The political party T.O.P. (Tobago Organization
of the People) should take no kudos for the
overt similarity between its acronym and my
(analogy) constitutional construct. Unless
leadership of the T.O.P. is as with the “top”
represented by the greater number (mass) at
the top, that is, above the individual honcho –
leader who is at the bottom but who should form
the axis to keep the world spinning!
In a future issue of The Tobago Voice, we shall
deal with people at the top of the spinning
constitution.
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International Woman’s Day which was originally called Working Woman’s Day is celebrated
each year on March 8th. These excerpts from poems by Carlyeon Akka Bledman remind us,
and are dedicated to women.

WOMANHOOD-FEMININITY
Your femininity is a marvelous enterprise
Compiling dividends through your glorious lives
Your virtues continue to increase higher and higher
Many stare in amazement and wonder
Who is she, I would like to know

Like money in an account
Your balance is never overdrawn
Your beauty is unique like three in one
So m e s e e b r i l l i a n c e , o t h e r s s e e t h e s e t t i n g s u n
Romancing the ocean although not being in love
The colors of the rainbow blended into one
Natural purity the phenomenon called woman.

BLACK WOMAN
You are the perfect human specimen

A LA PITIQUE
Virtuous Indian princess
Born in the isles of the Caribbean

Conceptualized with feminine intricacy
Your body curves sculptured to the edge of perfection
Your accentuating physique romantically enticing
Your photogenic beauty

Your beauty is a purified expression
Like a fig leaf in the rain
Winds caress the body of your tender leaves

Captures the imaginative lens

Dancing with your grace to such gentle breeze

Your mesmerizing flame of passion

Glittering under the electrifying moonlight

Black woman your innocence is an unblemished offering

Indian princess the benevolence of your insight

Black woman to real black men

As the rain falls on the leaf top the water slides off

You will always be our most precious.

Some flows into the rivers and streams out to the sea.
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(1996 Commonwealth Short Story winner by Laureen Burris-Phillip)
sometimes I feel them ole people was right.
Anytime alyuh slip, is to let you have it, then
and there.
I get plenty licks in full view of my friends
because my mother used to say, NO CHILE
aint embarrassing her in public. But I never do
you dat because I know how I used to be so
shame.

Laureen Burris-Phillip is the Tobago born daughter of Teacher Aggie. Educated
at the UWI and the University of Wisconsin - Madison campus. An Agricultural
Economist, now retired and involved in a variety of interesting activities.
Currently resident in Tobago. Mother of two daughters, widow of Gerald
Phillip.

“Oho, so you is a big woman now! I can’t
talk to yuh! Yuh feel yuh going secondary
school an’ yuh bright and I don’t know
nutten. Well let me tell yuh somet’ing. I
know enough to bring you to this age of
fourteen without anything bad happening
to yuh! Yuh feel that fourteen is adult? I
have news fuh you! Fourteen is chile still.
Not little chile but still child. And if
necessary I’ll break in yuh tail!
The truth is that I never like to hit and
beat. I always feel ah could reason wit’
yuh and find other ways to discipline. But

One day, the teacher write a note home to say
that I misbehaving in class. When I carry
home de note, my mother din say anything.
The next day, that lady take a taxi and come
up in school to beat me. That is how people
used to discipline children long time.
Times change and I feel a mother have to
treat her chile with respect. BUT the chile
have to respect the mother too. I might not
be able to chat no French to you or discus
Portia speech from Shakespeare, but I still
bring you in this world and take care ah yuh
when you couldn’t help yuhself. And in case
you didn’t notice, I still putting food on the
table.
When yuh start feeling uppity, remind yuhself
ah dat.
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that room right now.
When I give you ah instruction, I expect you
to obey. All this questioning is not
necessary. Alyuh get that from television!
All dem foreign people doan train their
children properly at all. And they infecting
the whole world by putting that bad
behavior on TV, as if that is anything for
people to follow.
The books they
making now is just
as bad. Only murder
mystery and obeah
occult stupidness.
Longtime
books
used to build character. Yuh mind is a
precious thing! Yuh
can’t be filling it up
with no junk!!! But
again, alyuh feel alyuh know everything. Ah warning yuh, doan
lemme see them stupid books in here again.
And as for you room! yuh feel as is your
room, yuh could keep it any way yuh want.
But this is still my house and yuh have to
abide by my rules as long as you live here. I
doan want no pigsty because I aint minding
no pig! right! So yuh better go and tidy up

Furthermore, doan be asking me for no
expensive clothes with people name on it.
Who de hell is Carl Mackee? And why yuh
should wear his jeans? He is not yuh fadder!!
You will get decent, proper clothes that I could
afford and doan
tell me no foolishness ‘bout designer clothes.
And de next ting,
when yuh fadder
come by here to
see you, yuh will
answer
him
properly. He never
marry me but that
is between me
and he. So you doan get involve in dat!! As a matter a fack, I
glad now I aint married because no man in
this house to confuse me so I could concentrate on you!
So stop pushing out yuh mout’ at me and go
an’ wash up them wares in de sink, YUH
HEAR!!!!!
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HOW WE
LOOK AT THE
CHALLENGES
OF PEOPLE
AND CHANGE
By Hyacinth Baird-James
Change!

T

he word change seems to spark fear when it
is spoken. Change is difficult to implement
because many feel comfortable with what
is being done and typically want to maintain the establish routine. People have a natural tendency to resist change whether this is required or
suggested. They resist revision and they resist changes in procedures.
When change is proposed the person or persons
making the proposal must themselves understand that
there may be resistance and should be ready with
effective strategies that can help to overcome the
resistance.
Responses to change may be based on how it is
perceived. There are several factors that impact those
who are involved as change is proposed or evaluated.
Factors include the extent to which the person
making the proposal is trusted, or whether previous
experiences were good or bad. As change is proposed
it can disrupt relationships both professional and
personal. It may affect domestic and social relationships.
In any particular setting, the relationship between
leaders and followers are known. Both sides understand the culture and how it affects everyone. Here is
where persuasive leadership techniques and strategies
are helpful and even necessary.

Leaders may recognize inaccuracies in a group’s
conclusions, and thus supply the proper
information and provide proper explanations on
how a change will be beneficial. If this tactic is
used properly leaders may be found agreeable and
become champions of the proposed change.
Sometimes, there are some positive aspects to
one’s tendency to resist change. Some changes can
have an overall good outcome, so one should look
for ways in which one’s resistance to change can
work towards that good and not against it. Persons
may resist change, when reasons for the change are
not clearly explained.
Without an accompanying justification, a proposed
change may appear pointless and perhaps just
change for the sake of change. Leaders can
sometimes discover poorly thought out changes
and avoid problems of resistance when they
discuss and explain reasons for changes.
Change can have an economic impact on people.
This can cause them to become concerned about
their own economic security, whether the impact is
real or perceived. Changes should be suggested
which have far-reaching benefits. People will
embrace change if their anxieties, apprehensions,
fears and concerns are acknowledged and
addressed.
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BRINGING LANDS UNDER
THE REAL PROPERTY
ACT CHAPTER 56:02
WITH SPECIFIC
REFERENCE TO TOBAGO
APPLICATIONS.
ALANA JAMESON,
Attorney at Law/ Law Lecturer

Alana J. Jameson has been an Attorney at Law for almost 14 years having expertise in Land
Law, Conveyancing, RPO and Vesting Order applications, Company Law, Family Law, Probating of Wills and applying for Letters of Administration. She has been a full-time lecturer
at the Hugh Wooding Law School since 2004, and since 2011 is an Associate Lecturer there
as the Course Director in Family Practice and Procedure while engaging in private practice.
Having more time in private practice, Alana now is able to pursue her passion, the issue of
land title in Tobago.
Alana and her husband, Dr. Marlon Jameson have two small children and live in Trinidad.”

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

T

here are a large number of parcels of land in
Tobago which have been lived on, for
generations, without the owners/occupiers having
proper title thereto.
As history indicates, as recently as the 1940’s
when lands were purchased, the deed was
embossed with the appropriate stamp evidencing
the fact that the relevant stamp duty was paid.

The deed was next presented to the then
Warden’s Office (now the Inland Revenue Office)
at Scarborough and the parcel of land was entered
on the Assessment Roll according to the parish
and the owner was given an assessment number
and his deed was returned to him.
Most people did not travel to Trinidad to register
their deeds (at the time Tobago had no land
registry) but rather, they kept their deeds with
them. Over the passage of time, the fragile paper
became unreadable, or disintegrated. Several of
those said deeds were lost in Hurricane Flora of
1963 as well.
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An attempt therefore to find a root of title, for the
most part is futile as no deed was registered in the
majority of cases. Most of the assessment rolls are
blank in the comments field and do not mention
any deed on record.
Most, of the assessed owners are currently
deceased. Many had several children who merely
possessed the land, one of them, or sometimes
none paid the land and building taxes. There are
other cases where only one such heir remained on
the land, others having died or migrated to Trinidad
or beyond.
BRINGING LANDS UNDER THE RPO AS A SOLUTION
The only solution to persons, who fall within the
scenario described above, is to bring their lands
under the Real Property Ordinance. Without
proper title, the persons are in occupation but can
neither sell, mortgage, subdivide nor otherwise
deal with the property. As it currently stands, with
most of the applications from Tobago not being
approved, this has caused severe hardship to the
people of Tobago especially when they have gone
through the expense of paying Attorneys’ fees,
paying to have the land surveyed, paying for a

valuation and On Site Investigators report etc. The
same hardship is suffered by some Trinidadians
where they, too have been living on family lands.
For the most part, the applications are not being
approved because the Judge can find that adverse
possession has not been proven.
This proposal and submission is attempting to bring
some relief to the numerous aggrieved applicants
that approach the Land Registry and the Examiner
of Title attached to the Registrar General’s
Department, in particular.
THE LAW
Under the Real Property Ordinance Chapter 27 No.
11 applications can be made to bring lands under
the said Ordinance by sections 8, 12, 14, 15 and 18.
Currently, there are only guidelines for section 18
applications. There is therefore urgent need for
guidelines for applications made under the other
sections. Guidelines for applications pursuant to an
order by the Court of possessory title are also
desperately needed.
(To Be Continued!)
This Topic will be Continued In the Next Issue of
The Tobago Voice .
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By
Dr. Julia H. Frank

B

eing born into a family where tangible
resources were a limited commodity,
resulted in immense emphasis being
placed upon education and personal
development. My mother’s favourite speech was
“Miss Lady, turn off that television because those
people you’re watching are already millionaires;
pick up a book so you can become one too.” Those
words, in addition to my family’s circumstances,
planted the seed that developed into my unwavering
dedication in the pursuance of an education.

As an individual desirous of personal growth and
success, one must initially decide on a suitable
discipline or field of study. The chosen discipline or
field of study should be synchronous with one’s
desired career path. There is advanced level training
and education available for every career imaginable,
from medicine to sports. Thus the infrastructure and
support systems are in place to make any dream
possible, no matter how impractical it might seem.
Other points to be considered are the institution of
study and the potential for employment
opportunities. It should also be taken into
consideration that if an individual is undecided or
uncertain as to what their desired profession or field
of discipline should be, one must not be impatient
when making such a critical life decision.

Any area of study being embarked upon should be
one that provokes passion. Focusing on honing and
developing one’s natural gifts and talents should take
precedence, when deciding on the direction your
education and development would take. This would
help provide longevity in the pursuit of your goals.
If not, the level of dedication and enthusiasm
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necessary for a successful endeavour may not be
present.
This may eventually lead to failure in the completion
of one’s education and by extension, ones ultimate
life goals. Setting high standards, being disciplined
and working hard are important principles for
achieving success.

Attaining an education, especially a tertiary level
one, is tremendously valuable in today’s society.
Being educated allows individuals to be gainfully
employed, have a sense of pride in ones
accomplishment, and possess to a sense of
satisfaction in being able to contribute to the society.
Thus, individuals should grasp the opportunities
available to them, for instance, free tertiary
education.

That all being said, the path to becoming a
successful individual is never easily achieved.
Hard work, dedication, perseverance and sacrifice
are all critical ideologies that must be embraced.
There are times when the tasks and goals you have
set for yourself may seem overwhelming or even
impossible to achieve. There would be numerous
distractions, manifesting themselves in various
forms that would confront you and sway from your
path. Sometimes failure or simply the fear of it
may weaken one’s resolve or even deter you from
achieving your goals. If life itself were easy we
would not fight so hard for the right to live or
cherish it so much. If you stay true to your path
and keep The Creator close, success is yours for
the taking.
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T

he issue of carnival in Tobago is in the air
including recent meetings on the topic
between the Minister of Culture and the
Chief Secretary of The Tobago House of
Assembly. I take this as an opportune time to give
some of my opinions and to reminisce on the topic of
Tobago Carnival.
This article goes beyond taking a narrow position on
the issue of a Tobago carnival in October. Carnival
encompasses a broad range of issues thus there will
never be consensus on the issue of a nationally focused

MY OPINIONS AND REMINISCINGS ON
TOBAGO CARNIVAL
Enos S. O’Neil
carnival on the island of Tobago unless those engaged
are either taking a holistic view of the topic or taking an
issue-by-issue approach and reaching consensus
through some kind of a points systems.
I am going this way to say that one can understand the
“Agree to disagree” position between the Minister of
Culture and the Chief Secretary of The Tobago House
of Assembly on this topic and to say that their position
and the position of others stem from the fact that
there are many sides to the carnival topic. The absence
of consensus will remain especially if those in the debate are not looking at the carnival issue through the
same set of lenses.
Among the many issues on carnival are:
1. The question of a Trinidad and Tobago carnival as exists now versus a Trinidad Carnival and
a Tobago Carnival as two separate events and
thus the need for the calendaring of separate
staging dates.
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2. Carnival as a cultural matter.

Emancipation Day holiday is celebrated nationwide
on the first day of August.

3. The impact of carnival on education,
work and productivity as a whole.

Now to the issue of a Tobago Carnival in October,
which seems to suggest something that is different
from a simultaneous Trinidad and Tobago carnival as
is the case currently. A Tobago Carnival in October
seems to suggest a separate Trinidad Carnival in the
future where the two islands do not celebrate carnival on the same day, or even Tobago having two carnivals. This needs clarification.

4. Carnival as an economic cash cow with
tourism high up on the list and in stiff
competition with carnival as “Big Business” and very much one and the same
issue in many ways.
5. The religious and spiritual side of this
matter.
6. The issue of a Tobago Carnival in October.
On the whole, it has been my long held view
that Trinidad and Tobago carnival should have
been staged in August from the very beginning. I
am coming from the spiritual, religious and culture points of view. First, carnival coming between the Christian holidays of Christmas and
Good Friday has always been an issue for me.
Secondly, with July/August being the long holiday period for schools, carnival in August will
eliminate all questions regarding its impact both
positive and negative on schools and education.
Here I point to recent concerns of the Ministry
of Education and others on this topic where
such considerations as making the carnival week
a holiday period for schools and taking this time
away from the July/August period thus incurring
no net loss in instruction time.
Thirdly, from the cultural point of view carnival
is labeled in some sectors as emancipation revelry and in others as mimicry of the European
slave owner by the slaves. Today the annual

One can see that if the objective is creating an increase in the number of people coming into Tobago
by staging a carnival in October, then that is the easy
part. But, are there objectives other than tourism
and the tourist dollars involved in this matter?
Purely from the point of view of attracting people
on the island this seems to be a “Slam dung” as they
say. But one has to look at logistics and trade-offs. I
am sure that these have entered into the debates
among the movers and shakers on this matter so I
will only say that in my opinion the issue has not
been flushed out enough to reach a decision on a
national Carnival in Tobago eventually, far less for a
Tobago Carnival in October with a starting date in
2012.
Now back to the August debate - the traditional
Tobago Heritage Festival ends with an Emancipation
Day recognition and parade on August 1st. Having a
full blown carnival on Tobago at this time seems to
have more going for it. Ah! But Trinidad has to have
its Emancipation Day too and will not want the
spotlight on Tobago and/or celebrations in Trinidad
will take away from a Tobago Carnival at this time –
or is this not an issue?
On the other hand if tourism is the primary objective
what better way to elongate the “Tourist Season”
than with carnival in August rolling into other things
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until weather conditions abroad drive the tourists
in this direction by October?

carnival which put its Trinidad counterpart in the
shade, for example The Tobago Midnight Robber and
the Tobago Devil or Black Mass (Jab Molasse). The
objective of the Tobago masquerader was
always
to receive payment for playing mass. And to use materials indigenous to Tobago. I remember Archibal
play Devil with a slab of gru-gru bark covering the
front of his body. And the head pieces of the Wild
Indians
masqueraders
were shaped from slivers
of dried bamboo. The
sticks they carried were
shaped from poui twigs.
The
gru-gru
palm,
bamboo grass and the
poui tree are traditional
Tobago to the hilt. Easter
in Tobago is proclaimed
by poui trees in full bloom
– Easter Flowers we called
those yellow blossoms
which hung from every
stem on each poui tree
Enos S. O’Neil, Author
across the island.

REMINISCINGS ON TOBAGO
CARNIVAL
I close now by
reminiscing on some
aspects of
Tobago’s Carnival of
yesteryear, several
elements of which
differ from the Trinidad version. The Tobago Heritage Festivals tries to capture
and preserve some
of this.

It is moving to see
that in the 2012 Tobago carnival Tobagonians such as Mervyn Sampson and others are
trying to keep alive the Jab Jab mass band – a
stable of Tobago’s carnival going way back. Also, it
was worth noting that Tobago steel bands are still
trying to play pan on the road as a part of Tobago’s
carnival despite the commercialization of steel
orchestras and the drowning out effects of “The Big
Trucks”. I noted too that now dying, misunderstood
and unappreciated are The Wild Indian bands
which were spearheaded by the village of Mason
Hall through the Sebros and others, and which had
the significance of keeping alive our history of the
Caribs as the owners of Tobago at the time of the
arrival of Europeans in the region.
As for comparisons there are aspects of Tobago’s

Besides Wild Indians who would “stick fight” and
“wine” for the audience as long as money was
thrown – there are two other categories of Tobago
mass that were at the top of the money-making
heap. These were the Tobago Midnight Robbers and
the Tobago Devil or Black Mass. From the point of
view of performance the
Trinidad Midnight Robbers pale in comparison with their Tobago counterparts. The Tobago Midnight Robber made no bones
about being paid. Here is an example of the poetic
words of persuasion coming from the typical Tobago
Midnight Robber as someone is accosted. Drawing
his gun and dagger and blowing his whistle while
blocking his victim words as these would be rattle
off:
26

Stop, stop you unfortunate pretender;

My name is The Mighty Harvest Power

I just escaped from the dungeons at

Much in line with the Midnight Robber was the
Tobago Speech Band who combined their poetry
with music – Drag yu’ bow mista fiddla’. The Tobago Heritage Foundation keeps this element of Tobago’s Carnival alive in its annual festival.

With your blood I will knead my bread;

By contrast, the Trinidad Devil (Jab Molasse) will
never match their Tobago counterparts or Black
Mass, neither for sheer fierceness nor for theatre
aimed at extracting money from an audience. At
the pinnacle of a slew of Tobago Devils was Abba
Senior (Mr. Nichols all six feet of a fine human
specimen). It is to be noted that Abba Senior
means the highest of African High Priests. In its
own way Tobago’s Carnival has important historical and traditional elements.

So Pay up! Pay up! Or you will be shot

Will a Tobago Carnival in October or whenever
lose, incorporate, emphasize, enhance or eliminate the essence of Tobago’s traditional carnival?

Zenda

To get here I scaled the Eiffel Tower
Now, I will grind your bones to make my
flour;

dead!
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W

It was purely chance that
brought me to the sister isle
hen I first

think about Tobago, and of
how one would describe it, a
few cliché imageries pop into

The Tale of A Tobago
Traveller (Part1)

With so many things to offer,

that promised a three-week
stay in the lovely hillsides
after a mostly uneventful

mind: tropical paradise, idyllic
beaches and quaint villages.

to accept a working contract

summer filled with so many

By: Nechelle Achong

days of boredom that I could
not distinguish how one day

one cannot help but to be

was different from the other. My mother had said to

astounded by its beauty that stands proudly against the

me one day, “Why yuh doh go find ah wuk. Ah fed

back drop of pockets of historical sites that shout

up seein yuh in de house an’ is time yuh fin’

volumes about the colourful

something to do.” This was

history of its people. Tobago

followed by some rambling

has been described as such,

about “idle young people”

by many who have travelled

and that “she never had it

from far and wide to indulge

so easy in she days”. I’m

in some much needed rest

not sure what else was

and relaxation or to simply

said...guess I was too bored

sample the cultural flavours

to listen even then. But I

that Tobago has to offer.

managed to agree for two

Even so, when the time

reasons a) It mostly made

comes for one to leave, it is
with a sense of sadness and

sense and b) when mothers
say “find ah wuk”, it is

reluctance---somewhat appeased by a promise of

wise to note that this is not open for discussion or

return. Now, it is possible to spend the rest of this

subject to a vote of any kind. Failure to comply usu-

article, mindlessly quoting all those facts that are

ally results in waves of unpleasant repercussions

printed in tourism brochures, but where’s the fun in

(which I won’t mention in case she’s reading this).

that? Instead, let me share with you what I’ve found

So you already know that I immediately embarked

hidden beneath the lulling tides that break upon these

upon a job hunt, desperately seeking anything (legal

shores.

of course) that would pay me above minimum wage

*****************************************************

and get me out of the house at the least.

*****************************************************
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Now if you can recall your experiences of looking

The first few days went by quickly, filled with idle

for your first job, I assume you can identify with

chatter at home with new-found friends / colleagues,

me as I felt excited while dropping off resumes,

early mornings of getting to work and mundane

already spending my “big-money” salary in my

household tasks until the unexpected happened---

head for the job I didn’t yet have. After a while

“Allyuh, water gone. Somebody, go an’ check de tank

though, this feeling of excitement disappeared,

outside nah.” Upon investigation, it was discovered

replaced with disappointment after no replies from

that the pipe directly supplying water to the house had

any prospective employers in the ensuing weeks.

somehow broken, leaving us water-less with dirty

So it seemed as though I would spend the rest of

dishes, dirty “everything else” and no clue as to what

my summer penniless and bored until I received

we could do about it. We ladies took charge and de-

an unexpected phone call that would change my

cided that we would go down the hill and ask /beg for

summer---Would I accept a job offer in Tobago

a bucket of water from one of our neighbours. (In case

for three weeks? Of course I would! I hastily ac-

you’re wondering why the guys weren’t the ones tak-

cepted, not knowing what I would find when I got

ing charge in this relief effort, well let’s just say that

there, having never spent more than a week at

that’s another story)

most on vacation.
“Mornin’ neighbor!” we shouted repeatedly in unison,
On the morning of July 3rd,

the coastline of Tobago

hoping that whoever this house belonged to would be

came into view through the fogged-up window

kind enough to open their doors to us despite the fact

panes of the T&T Spirit and within moments, the

that we were strangers at their front door, clad in

ferry pulled into the Scarborough port, shuddering

sleepwear at six in the morning. After a few minutes,

to a stop just a little bit after eight. I was already

the door cracked ever so slightly and I could make out

wide awake, anxious to get off the ferry, and to

a pair of peeping eyes sunken into a brown wrinkled

my temporary home in the hills where I would

face and strands of grey hair poking out from loose

spend the next three weeks. “Home” turned out to

plaits from behind the wooden door. She turned out to

be much more than I’d previously expected. It was

be an elderly lady named Melba, who we fondly re-

a beautiful stone-front house at the top of a hill

ferred to as Aunty. We quickly explained our predica-

with an outside balcony over-looking a luscious

ment to her and she shuffled inside, returning shortly

forest canopy teeming with wildlife (not too wild I

with a bucket of her own, filled to the brim with water

hoped) and colourful specks in the distance that I

and three avocadoes handpicked from the back-yard.

believed to be the village of Carnbee.

With grateful hearts we accepted her offerings and
went back home.
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THE SILK COTTON TREE AT RUNNEMEDE, TOBAGO
B y
T h e

T o b a g o

V o i c e

Through a petition generated by Tobagonians and originating abroad, The
Tobago Voice was alerted to the possibility that the marvelous landmark silk
cotton tree at Runnemede may be cut down by the authorities.
In a very well researched and highly
informative article entitled Tobago’s
Avatar – The Tree of Life authored by
Environment Tobago and published
recently in the Tobago News, the
case is made for finding other alternatives to destroying this remarkable tree. Environmental Tobago cites
this tree as “A vital part of Tobago’s
heritage” and elaborates “This magnificent specimen has witnessed 250
years of the island’s history, including
emancipation”.
In its persuasive and emotion
emotion--fill piece Environment Tobago notes that
”Trinidadian poet John Lyons wrote collected works called Voices From a
Silk Cotton Tree
Tree”” and that “At Pan Jazz 2011 in New York, this tree was the
focus for the entire show, entitled Tales from the Silk Cotton Tree
Tree”.
”.
The Tobago Voice joins with these and all others who recognized the significance of this tree and the immense value in going to all ends to have it
remain standing where it is.
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“OUR SERVICE IS THE DIFFERENCE”
PROVIDING BUILDING MAINTAINENCE

SINCE 1994

http://chapsservices.com
Contact: 1 (800) 817-1433

or

(617) 265-0622

CHAPS Services are performed with a professionally trained and experienced staff.
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AGRICULTURE IN TOBAGO
DRAWN FROM THE WORK OF THE LATE SAMUEL LLEWELYN JAMES
DIRECTOR - TOBAGO MARKETING BOARD (1999
(1999--2011)
THE FIRST IN A SERIES
BY
THE TOBAGO VOICE

The Tobago Voice is indebted to Mr.
George James, brother of the late Samuel L.
James, for making available some of Samuel’s
writings and notes.

INTRODUCTION

T

his article constitutes the
kick-off point for a series of articles addressing the
question of Agriculture in
Tobago. This series
begins by highlighting some of the work in the field
of Agriculture by the late Samuel L. James of Old
Road, Tobago.
The Tobago Voice takes an “In his own
words” approach by quoting as extensively as
possible from Samuel’s legacy of reports, addresses
and notes.

PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Samuel L. James was always an
enthusiast and a driving force behind agriculture.
While other young people of his village at Old

Road, Tobago focused on sport, games and other
callings, Samuel steered all whom he could towards
agriculture.
As Director of the Tobago Marketing Board,
Samuel broadened his appeals into becoming an
island-wide
campaign.
This is attested to by
farmers throughout the
length and breadth of Tobago. In an address delivered at an Agricultural
Awareness Day which he
sponsored on June 26,
2001, he pointed out
“Meetings were held in
the
major
villages
throughout Tobago. Officers met with farmers one-on-one and
explained
objectives for the future. We promised to change
things and have the Department work for the
farmers.”
He philosophically stated that, “This
department (Marketing) is the engine that will drive
Tobago’s Agricultural Development”.
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A PROBLEM AND A SOLUTION

Justifying his Agricultural Awareness Day he
stated “Many of you may be wondering why we are
having an Awareness Day when the Department has
been in existence for several years. Well, just three
(3) years ago, the Marketing Department experienced
a depressive period and farmers lost confidence in
the Marketing System as they waited many months
for payment for goods sold. In fact, Agricultural
production literally came to a halt in Tobago. I vividly
recall my first Christmas Eve on this job. We had

nothing to sell – no pork, no hams, and no potatoes. We closed shop at 11:00 A.M. on what in
this
business is the biggest sales day of the
year”.
“We believe that we have reached the point
where our communities and our people must
know what we have been doing for them, despite the lack of financial resources. Hence, the
reason for this Awareness Day.

OBJECTIVES
Samuel’s objectives for Agriculture in Tobago
veered towards the conclusion that agricultural
products consumed on Tobago should be
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“Tobago grown rather than Trinidad imports”. He
pushed
towards processed agricultural products,
that is, the inclusion of a stage between harvesting
and crops going into the consumer marketplace. He 1. A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE MARKETING DEPARTMENT (2001 – 2005)
aimed to institutionalize the processing of Tobago
Agricultural products under a “Tobago Cottage Industry Plan” which he has left outlined in a document entitled THE TOBAGO COTTAGE INDUSTRY – 2. DEVELOPMENT OF A VISITORS’ ORCHARD
BLUE PRINT FOR DEVELOPMENT.
Another of his objectives embodies both 3. ARBORETUM FOR RARE FRUIT CROPS, HERBS
insight and leanings towards Tobago having
AND INDIGENOUS PLANTS
scientific and technical capabilities in the area of
agriculture. He pushed for a “Food and Drugs testing
division in Tobago rather than sent to Trinidad”. He 4. THE NEED TO MERGE THE EFFORTS OF THE
has left his thoughts on this in a document entitled
MARKETING AND AGRICULTURAL DEPARTJUSTIFICATION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNIT
MENTS FOR SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT OF THE
OF THE CHEMISTRY/FOOD AND DRUGS DIVISION IN
LIVESTOCK SECTOR,
TOBAGO.
His active slogan was “Come grow with us”.
Over time and as a part of its efforts on the 5. LOCATING, HARVESTING AND STORING GUAVAS GROWING ON STATE OWNED LANDS FOR
topic of Agriculture in Tobago, The Tobago Voice will
UTILIZATION IN THE AGRO-PROCESSING
publish from Samuel’s documents, notes and
INDUSTRY
addresses. Besides those cited above, information
will be drawn from the following lists of his
6 PROPOSED ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORdocuments and others:
. MATION OF THE MARKETING DEPARTMENT.
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ty with young people worth emulating.
The ills of society are usually placed on the strong
shoulders of the youth.

The statistician will show that youths are in the
forefront of any crime analysis.

Police records, court cases, prison populations all
indicate the culpability of youths.

More in-depth study reveals the fact, however, that
inappropriate adult influence is undoubtedly the
major cause of youth delinquency. In fact, there is
a strong opinion that suggests that the youth
problem can best be resolved by corrective
measures aimed at the adult population. It must be
accepted that the “Do as I say” precept is not
workable in the modern world.

Adults must strive to influence juvenile behavior
by themselves being exemplars, role models,
worthy parents, and teachers.

This concept was embraced with very positive
results by a female teacher whom I regard as a role
model, exemplar, and foster parent of several
young people. The school is Scarborough
Secondary School in Tobago. The teacher is Mrs.
Laurette Solomon. The young people are members
of a group called The Youths of Tobago (YOT).
Mrs. Solomon is the founder of YOT and has
succeeded in molding characters, building
personalities, and providing the Tobago communi-

The strategy was well thought out. The initial
influence came from Mrs. Solomon herself as leader
of the group. She befriended her charges, won their
confidence to the point where they felt ashamed if
they ”Let her down”. She then exposed them to
inspirational talks by hand picked exemplars in
different walks of life, in different professions, and at
different levels of society.

The YOT member was taught to express the youth
point of view in a manner that is truthful and
acceptable to society. The socialization process was
reinforced y group camps, by interacting with and
assistance to the elderly, by participating in seminars
and group discussions. The self esteem of the YOT
member was always evident and te ability to face up
to challenges was noticeable throughout the group.

These young people are now scattered throughout the
country and throughout the world doingquite well in
different professions and influencing other people in a
positive manner.
A popular calypso speaks of a lost generation. The
calypsonian obviously had limited experience with
our youth. Some have indeed gone astray, but the
Solomon effort has saved many. It demonstrates the
fact that every teacher and every parent and every
preacher and every adult can contribute positively to
the upliftment of society by emulating the selfless
devotion of Mrs. Laurette Solomon.
I know about Mrs. Laurette Solomon. My daughter,
Dr. Pushpa Liseli Phillips is a product of YOT.
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By: Collis Hazel,
The Roxborough Police Youth Club

T

he village of Roxborough is a relatively
small rural village, though it is classified as
the second town of the tranquil sister island of Tobago within the
Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago.

Roxborough, which is named after the former
Tobago estate from which it emerged and around

Roxborough lies adjacent to a ridge of high
mountains which have a limiting effect on its
overall expansion to the west of the coast. These
mountains are part of the range known as Main
Ridge. Roxborough is situated on the northerly
side of the vast Carapuse Bay and can be regarded
as the gateway to Tobago's wild and forested
nature reserves and the picturesque Argyle
Waterfall.

This village has an estimated population of two
thousand seven hundred (i.e. about four hundred
and twelve households). This village is persuaded
by most religious denominations, namely
Catholic,
Baptist,
Pentecostal,
Seven-Day
Adventist, Jehovah Witness and Anglicans.

This building is one of several historic buildings in
Roxborough which dates back to Colonial time. It is
presently utilized as the ROXBOROUGH REGISTRATION
SUB OFFICE

which the village grew, lies on the narrow and
winding coastal Windward Road which runs rather
north-easterly from Scarborough to Charlotteville.
Roxborough is located approximately 17 miles from
Scarborough, the island’s capital. The general area in
which Roxborough is located is also home to many
of Tobago's famous estates.

The villagers of Roxborough are very hospitable a word that best describes the residents of the
entire island of Tobago. It is said that the
communal living on the plantations and estates
among our fore parents was responsible for the
love, unity and togetherness of the island’s
people which has continued to today.

Most of the essential services provided by the
Central Government of Trinidad and Tobago and
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by the Tobago House of Assembly (T.H.A.) are
located in this vineyard. These include the
Roxborough Composite Secondary School, a
Library, a Trade centre, a Fire Station, a Walk in
Clinic, a Police Station, a Central Market, Postal
Services, a Court House, a Health Office, an Office
of Youth Development and Social Services Offices
and a branch of the Inland Revenue Office.

The private sector is also well established in the
community. Some popular places of business are the
First Citizens Bank, Toppin’s Grocery, Hercules
Store, Orr’s Grocery and Bar, the Roxborough Gas
Station, MUS Be Molly Bakery, the Roxborough
Ferry Ticket Outlet, Archie’s Grocery and Bar,
Merry Down Recreation Club, Pirates Boat Yard Bar
and Stewarts Pepper Sauce and Seasoning.

The St. Barnabas A.C. School, which is managed by
the Anglican board and the T.H.A., is responsible for
the primary education of most residents. While the
Roxborough Composite Secondary School is where
most residents reaped the benefit of a sound
Secondary education. Early Childhood development
is provided by the Roxborough Police Youth Club
Preschool, the Roxborough SDA Preschool and the
Roxborough Montessori School.

The Roxborough Estate, which primarily produces
Cocoa, still contributes to the country's Gross
Domestic Product. This estate is presently owned by
the T.H.A. Many individuals who are employed by
the Unemployment Relief Programme work on the
estate.
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The community has made its mark in sports having
produced cricketing personality such as Addison
Toppin, Alsworth Sheppard, Eric Reid, Devin and
Richie Sheppard. The village has produced world
lightweight boxer Claude Noel after whom the island's only highway is named. In football Roxborough’s son of the soil Cyd Gray who has represented Trinidad and Tobago at its first FIFA World
Cup and in whose name the Roxborough Sporting
Complex was named is a contributing individual to
Roxborough sporting success. David George, Devin
Sheppard and Kevon George are also footballers
worthy of mention and praise. In basketball Tiffany
Williams has made the village proud as a prominent
basketball player in the USA. Merlyn Leander in the
field of Volley ball is also a worthy contributor to
that sport’s success.

In the late 1980's Roxborough was known for
some of the best run non-governmental
organizations, particularly sporting organisations
such as All Stars All fours club, Play Boy Sports
Club, Ebony Sports Club and the Lakers. In
culture there were the Autumn Leaves Steel Band
and the Roxborough Folk Performers.
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Dyke Reid, Myron Thomas, Shamir Reid and
Shayann Leander through their athletic skills have
placed Roxborough on the map in the area of
tracks and field. The Roxborough Police Youth
Club has registered its name in the Sports Hall of
Fame having won for Roxborough the best sports
project for Tobago and the best sporting group in
Trinidad and Tobago. The Roxborough Lakers has
also earned the spotlight as a force to be reckoned
with in football having won three TFA league
titles. Patrol Boys
sports club has left
lasting impression on
the minds of numerous
villagers
having
registered
several
victories at Night
Football. Last but no
means least, the indoor
sport of Team All
Fours is a prominent
sporting activity. The
Roxborough All-stars
All Four Club has
registered numerous
victories
placing
Roxborough in the
Sporting Village Hall
of Fame.

The village was affected by a ‘brain drain’ of its
leaders who migrated to more urban centres and
abroad. The early 1990’s saw a demise of most of
the voluntary organizations in Roxborough, as
most community leaders were no longer present.
Subsequently many businesses closed their doors,
and relocated out of Roxborough. Even the Village
Council of Roxborough had collapsed. The village
that was once the centre of trade and activity in

Tobago was now a mere shadow of its former
self.
Now, primarily through the vision of energetic
and ambitious persons such as Dexter Brooks,
Merille Toppin, Collis Hazel, Donette Hazel, Janice
Lewis, Ken Webster, Anthony Sheppard and
Earland Kent and with able assistance and
guidance from the more experienced individuals
in the community such as Joan Collette, Irrington
Clarke,
Herrietta
Caruth,
Mary
Bascombe and John
Lebourne,
the
Roxborough
Village
Council
has
now
experienced a revival.
Several
organizations have emerged,
among them Lakers
Sports Club, Rangers
Sports
Club,
Roxborough Anglican
Youth Group and
Roxborough S.D.A Red
Cross, Patrol Boys,
Roxborough Fisherman
Group,
Roxborough
Folk
performers to
mention a few.

More
significantly,
in
1990
the
establishment of the Roxborough Police Youth
Club, driven by the vision and charismatic
leadership of its founders, Collis Hazel, Lyndon
Ramsden and Sandra Orr seized the moment to
unify the village. This resulting in the formation of
the Roxborough Police Youth Club which stands as
a triumph of the human spirit in activism and
community support. We are indeed quite proud!
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Today, the physical appearance of the
village of Roxborough has changed
significantly. The infrastructural and
human development of the people by the
Tobago House of Assembly is worthy of
praise. The new Roxborough Renaissance
Housing Development has not only added
to the picturesque landscape as one enters
the village but it adds to the unique
composition of skilled professionals in the
community.

The new fishing land site and fish market
now provide a state of the art facility for
the community and the folks engaged in
fishing. The Roxborough Police Youth Club
has also added to the new look of Roxborough providing a buzz of activities at its
Multipurpose Youth Centre, these include
Culinary Arts Services, Computer Training
and Internet services, Garment Construction Training and Services, Pre School
Education, Beauty Culture Services, Ferry
Tickets Sales, Night Football Competition,
Steel pan and Dance Training and Elderly
Care Centre.

Roxborough is indeed a city within a village!
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Clivia Robley

I heard my voice today..
I heard my own tongue speak words that seemed alien to my ears...
I listened to the cadence...
to the measure of it....
and felt like I had betrayed...Myself...
like I've been infected with a germ of my own choosing...
like I had hidden my BELONGING....
the last outward vestige of my identity...
believing it to be temporary....
fooling myself that it would be only temporary..
that the immediate priority is to PASS...
I heard my voice today...
the hills and valleys of my life..
RAZED by assimilation.....
muddied by an inferior dialect that knew nothing
of color and identity in the context that was my birthright...
I listened to my voice today...
and I was an alien to myself..
I was ashamed.
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By Clivia Robley
I carry you in my heart,
genuine laughter, straight from the soul and carried by the belly,
the smell of clean washed earth by rain as mysterious as the sunshine it conquered,
the imagery of poui, strong and stately, the harbinger of days indoors, and imagined stories
come full to life…
I carry you in my skin,
the KNOWING of where I am,
To be known, to be connected eternally, organically,
i remember you in my smile, my very voice..
a call to the altar of remembrance,
i hope it shines from me , shines like a warm tropical light…
I hope it floats from me…
like a perfume, identifying me…and claiming others,
I miss you today„,
I feel you on my skin
I’ll see you soon …
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THE TOBAGO YMCA
By Yanik Marsh
The YMCA is an organization unlike any other in
Tobago and has definitely been embraced in a way
that no other has. I
speak
from
an
employee’s perspective, but statistically,
and
maybe,
even
aesthetically,
some
might consider my
opening sentence a
gross understatement.
The young Men’s
Christian Association
(YMCA) is an internationally
recognized
institution with more
than
45
million
members from 125
national federations affiliated through the World
Alliance of YMCAs. Its objective is the building of
strong children, families and by extension, communities.
By engaging both the young and the young at heart
in an assortment of well-planned sporting activities
and programs, the “Y” as it is affectionately called,
can surely be considered (from my point of view)
one of the most successful nonprofit organizations
with which anyone can feel proud to be involved.
Undoubtedly, it has placed itself into the history of
Tobago by providing facilities that have been long in
coming to this remote island. To be specific, the Y in
Tobago possesses the first and only Olympic-sized
swimming pool (twenty-five meters long with 8
lanes) on the island. Equipped with a wading pool
and other facilities, it is sensibly designed to accommodate short course junior competitions as well as
various other aquatic activities.
I have had the opportunity to be associated with the

YMCA Tobago from its inception. As a senior life
guard and swimming instructor there, I can safely
say that the work
can be intense but
more so, rewarding.
One is required to
have a keen eye for
details,
develop
great social skills
and
to
be
questioned whether
or not one has the
fortitude
to
withstand
fierce
sun followed by the
seemingly ice cold
drafts that prolong
after each demonstration.
With over one thousand registered members which
include parents, teachers, students and walk-ins, as
swimming instructor you can easily encounter more
than two thousand participants per week. Unquestionably, as one would imagine, it is a full time job
which requires sound managing skills, proactive lesson planning and the ability to evaluate and handle
any situation that may occur. I quickly took these
things into consideration realizing that in order to get
the job done right, my free time must slowly become
consumed by a fiery passion in pursuit of the initial
goal which is basically being able to accommodate
all, provide the right environment, ensure comfort,
progress and overall growth.
The Activity Schedule at the Y has been meticulously designed to incorporate persons of all ages. Every
morning a vibrant aqua-aerobic session is conducted.
This provides an environment for adults to connect
socially after an intense work out. Throughout the
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day, children from pre
-primary through secondary schools are
shuttled as there is a
program specially designed for each group.
Time from afternoon
through evening is
allotted to adults who
wish to learn how to
swim. The Y has recently embarked on other programs such as “The YMCA Swim Team: and “The
YMCA Water Polo Team”. Surely the staff has its
work cut out!
Being a swimming instructor is definitely not simply
telling someone to move arms and legs in a pool of
water. In fact, it requires the adopting of a host of
other professional skills such as psychology, physiotherapy, and comedian to name a few. In some odd
cases a swimming instructor needs to be a bit a
politician! This cam make my job challenging and at
times a bit overwhelming, but there is no joy like
watching a child thunder down the pool with great
expertise. There is that unique sensation that only a
teacher experiences when a student performs in
precisely the way in which he was taught. Working
with children in the water only amplifies that feeling.

On many occasions I
have been rewarded
with words of wisdom from a senior
member or with the
innocent
embrace
from the younger
children.
After almost two years of functioning closely with
colleagues working out kinks and teething problems,
we possess a strong sense of pride that anyone would
find easy to recognize at the Y. With the family-like
atmosphere and the “work hard” ethic that we endorse as instructors, the job that I signed up for is no
longer just a job, it has become, rather, a place to lay
my foundation as a young man; a place to build a
career.
With only the aquatic side of a much larger YMCA
mural painted on this occasion, one may ask what
else does the Y have to offer? In answer I would
refer to the YMCA Tobago as a seed in fertile
ground; it has every essential to put forth spectacular
products and now all it needs is a little time and the
right people armed with progressive ideas and
wholesome attitudes to nurture it in the right
direction. Hail the YMCA Tobago!
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The Tobago Years

H

er father was a shoemaker! In Tobago,
that did not necessarily mean making
shoes. It was more shoe repair. But,
she went to school barefooted.

There is a story about that! She told me herself.
Her godmother had migrated to the United States
and sent “things” home for relatives at intervals.
Well “Nennie” indicated she was sending her god
daughter a pair of shoes. God
daughter was
excited! Getting shoes from New York!! The shoes
came! A pair of red pumps and they were duly
handed over. She was devastated! How could she

Back (L to R) Mr. Edric Gift, (Unknown), (Unknown), Mr. Rupert McCardy, Mrs. Victoria Mitchell, (Unknown),
Mr. Robert Bobb.
Front (L to R) Mrs. Agnes Burris—Teacher Aggie, (Unknown), Mrs. Miriam Baptiste, Mrs. Elaine Alleyne,
Mrs. Dorothy De Freitas Graduates of the Emergency Teachers’ College (1958/59)
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possibly go to school in red pumps? No one else in
the family apparently thought there was anything
odd about red pumps for school; no one commented. The next school day she put on her uniform,
navy blue and her red pumps and sashayed out the
door. As soon as she rounded the corner and was
out of sight of the house, off came the shoes into
the bushes at the side of the road and to school
she went.
Her name was Agnes and she was number seven in
a family of nine, living at Old Road, Rockley Vale,
Tobago.
On paper, the family was not really poor. They
owned their home as well as the land on which it
stood and land in other places. The
shoemaker
had a garden which was one of the major
requirements for manhood in those days. They had
a cow so theoretically there was milk. But often
there was nothing to cook.
The truth was that the milk was sold to the
hospital, often delivered by Agnes or another
sibling as runner and meals were from the family
land; dasheen bush stewed in coconut milk with
green banana or yam or whatever was available.
There was plenty fruit-mangoes, kenep, plums,
golden apple.
Agnes was a happy child. She enjoyed all the
games the other children did. Hopscotch and the
handclapping games!! Kite flying and rolling roller
on the bridge round Calder Hall Road. Pitching
marbles and catch with her siblings. She also loved
music. And so when she started receiving a
stipend as a monitor at school, she started music
lessons at Mrs. Elliot, at the time the only music
teacher in Scarborough. This love of music

continued all her life and translated to her insisting
that all her children received a musical education.
She learned to play the piano and all her children
were sent to piano lessons.
Aggie also loved to dance and as she got into her
teenage years seized any opportunity to do so.
But, there was the 6.00pm roll call by her father,
Papam every night at which all had to be present.
But Aggie was clever. Her oldest sister Sybil was
married to a school teacher and lived in Mason
Hall.
Good village! Two dance bands!! So Aggie would
go up there for lessons to help her with her
studies. On Friday!! So she had to overnight there
Friday night and occasionally, Saturday night.
There would usually be a dance in the village on
Friday night and on Saturday night. Thus Aggie got
the benefit of lessons in Mathematics and English
and Giffie, (Godson Gift her sister’s husband) was
an excellent teacher, and she got the opportunity
to dance. She was very successful in her examinations and became a wonderful dancer. Castillian,
foxtrot, bounce were her specialties and all her
children would be taught to dance.
Agnes joined the teaching service as a monitor at
fourteen years old. Regarded as very smart by her
school principal, Mr. Maynard, Aggie as she was
called, enjoyed teaching. When in later life she was
promoted to Principal, she always talked of missing
the class room, the interaction with the children.
Many professionals in various countries tell of
Teacher Aggie pinching their ears. Teaching in
those days did not command a very high salary but
teachers were highly respected citizens of the
community. So many aspired to the teaching
profession.
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There was a young gentleman who liked her. Although she pleaded with him not to approach her
father, the young man did and to her surprise, the
young gentleman was given permission to court.
She was delighted but then he had to go to Trinidad
to complete his studies and she cried buckets.
Why? Because the Trinidadian girls were regarded
as very chic and more exotic than the girls of
Tobago and so she felt that the friendship would
end. In fact, the gentleman moved abroad and
married. However, he came back many years later
when they were both retired and took her out.

Teaching at Scarborough Methodist, Aggie was
twenty years old when she was introduced to a
Mr. Stephen Burris from Parlatuvier who was a
teacher at the
nearby boy’s Anglican School.
There was a mathematics class at the school that
the gentleman attended, so discovering in herself a
“burning desire” to improve her Math she started
to attend the class. The gentleman was also
interested. The relationship progressed and in
1950, he wrote the then required letter to Papam
stating his desire to marry her and was given
permission to court.
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T

obago points to Goat Racing, and by association, Crab Racing as its own. To the best of our
knowledge Tobago is the only place in the world where these two events are staged. The village
of Buccoo on the western end of the island is home to goat racing and crab racing. The people
of this village lay claim as founders of these events.

Goat Racing and Crab Racing at Buccoo is now a Tobago tradition. When, by whom, and driven by what are
questions to be researched and documented, but Goat Racing and Crab Racing have been staged at this
venue annually for more than 60 years to date.
The sport has evolved from its original staging at an
unkempt dirt track bordered by a tent made mainly of
bamboo and palm fronds to what is now a modern water
front Goat Racing Complex.
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Goat Racing has now spread to the nearby village of Mount
Pleasant so that now this event is staged on two
consecutive days on the island. Goat Racing at Mount
Pleasant takes place on Easter Monday and at Buccoo on
what is now considered Easter Tuesday. Another first,
because Tobago is the only place in the world where the
Tuesday after Easter Monday is traditionally a semi-holiday
and where huge crowds converge annually.
Snapshots taken around the 2012 Mount
Pleasant and Buccoo Goat Racing events
tell the rest of this story.
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M s . Rebekah Fuentes
Event Coor dinator –REAL LOVE EVENTS

O

n Saturday, April 28, 2012, concert
goers converged upon the Dwight
Yorke Stadium in Bacolet to witness the
Gospel Invasion. Fans were uplifted and
inspired by music of Grammy nominated
artists and headline groups such as TEDASHii, FLAME, MALI MUSIC,
V.ROSE and others.
The following pages constitute a montage
of the Gospel Concert. All photos depicting
this event were taken by LaDonna Fields.
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Outside Back Cover
Photograph
Features a Section of
The
INVASION
GOSPEL
CONCERT
CROWD
(Courtesy LaDonna Fields)
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By Mandel W. O’Neil

Is the Sky Falling?
Thankfully no!

T

he reality is that from the physical point of
view, what man defines as “The Sky” will
likely remain affixed in its current position
relative to Earth for eternity, or at least for
my lifetime. However, metaphorically a falling sky is all
relative to one’s disposition. There is no difference
between the falling sky and the proverbial liquid in a half
filled glass. Although the line made by the liquid in
relationship to both the base and rim of the glass
measures equally, different minds conceive differently
what the eyes perceive. Some view the glass as being
half-empty while others perceive it as being half-full.
Still others, as I, see it for what it is—simply liquid in a
transparent, cylindrical container. This expresses a difference between the pessimist, optimist, and realist.

Hopefully it is understood that the pretext of this article
is my attempt to shed light on a much more serious
perceptual dilemma facing us by using a practical
concept as a vehicle to express this.
The issue is our economy!

If the sky is our metaphor for tangibles and intangibles
such as jobs and manufactured trinkets, then for some,
the sky is dropping quickly, for others, it’s rising
exponentially. For me, it doesn’t matter for I move in
harmony with the sun, that is, I deal with the situation
that is before me.

I say that to say this - there has never been a statistical
difference in the position of the metaphoric sky for
those whom the sky is falling or rising. Though the
individuals may be different, the same percentage of
folks who always see the sky as falling has always been
approximately the same relative to those who see it a
rising. The only thing that shifts is ones perspective to
the sky? So then why is this important to note?

I write it in order to provide something for those to
ponder who lack the patience to heed. I say that there is
absolutely nothing wrong with our economy. Like the
metaphoric sky and the proverbial glass, the economy is
what it is when it is.
An economy, any economy, is neither good nor bad; it
just is what it is when it is. This is similar to my
position on the sky as being no more than that area of
space which disperses light from the blue area of the
sun’s spectrum and the oceans reflect. In fact, the only
way that one can even perceive that the “sky is falling”
is if he or she was somehow able to have had
experience with an alternate sky in an alternate
universe. Since this is not the case with anyone whom
society deems sane, then we conclude that it is not the
sky which is rising or falling, but our beings, spirits, or
psyches that are ascending and descending based on
disposition.

The only way that one would even know the
predicament of his glass is if he wasted precious time
comparing his to another’s glass. And too many people
spend too much time comparing glasses than procuring
or enjoying the substance that their glass contains.
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“NEW”

The “New” Scarborough Hospital story has
been around for so long and has been kicked around
so much that one is apprehensive to associate the
word “New” with the Scarborough Hospital.
HOSPITAL TO BE OFFICIALLY OPENED
ONE DAY EARLIER

The Tobago News Weekly states that “The
opening date for the Scarborough Hospital has been
brought forward from Thursday, April 5th to
Wednesday, April 4th 2012.
Why not Sunday, April 1st and get it over
with!!
TOBAGO’s ONLY ROUND-ABOUT
The roundabout at the entry to the New
Hospital is on record as Tobago’s only roundabout.
One wishes that was true!
The first round-about in Tobago sits plumb
in front of The Scarborough Hospital at Signal Hill.
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NOW SERIOUSLY!
QUESTIONS
Do members of the public have access to the plans for the New Scarborough Hospital?
If yes, where and how can they be viewed by members of the public?
If no, why not? Note - (Res- Publicus).
How many beds are there in the new hospital?
How many beds are there in the old hospital?
How many innovations are there in the new hospital compared to the old hospital?

Tobago News Article April 26, 2012
Cost: First Contract paid to NH International Caribbean Limited $155.6M; The Chinese
Railway Construction Limited contract - $477.7M =>Total cost $633.3M
Services available at New Hospital: Gynecology and Obstetrics, Pediatrics, Development
Pediatrics, General Surgery, Urology, Internal Medicine, General Medicine, Nephrology, Hematology, Dermatology, and Rheumatology PLUS SERVICES: CAT Scans, mammography screening, bone density scans, fluoroscopy, and ultrasound. Plus mortuary
in operation.
Question – Where does a person go for Emergency services? Old Hospital, New
Hospital? Both? – Emergency may mean Emergency, thus the public needs to know
without having to guess.
UPDATE!
The Second Phase handing over of the New Scarborough Hospital to be delayed by one
month.
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THE ROLE OF TOBAGO IN THE FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY SECTOR IN
TRINIDAD &TOBAGO AND THE WIDER
CARIBBEAN
Several persons who are informed or involved with the energy sector in Trinidad and Tobago
have contributed to a 25-page paper entitled: THE ROLE OF TOBAGO IN THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY SECTOR IN TRINIDAD &TOBAGO AND THE WIDER CARIBBEAN.
Among the persons responsible for this paper are: Claude Taylor, David Renwick, Hochoy
Charles, Zaffar Khan, R. Balraj, Dr. Allyson Williams, Anthony Paul, Derek Thomas, Justice Ivor
Archie, Neil Alleyne, John Baird, John Keenes Dumas, Ian Welch and Dr. Brian Henry.
Reproduced below is a section of this paper that is headed: TOBAGO’S INVOLVEMENT IN
THE ENERGY INDUSTRY.
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_____________________________________

T

obago has traditionally contributed
to the energy sector through the
availability of oil and gas deposits
within Tobago’s waters as defined
by the United Nation’s convention on the Law of the
Sea declared two hundred (200) nautical miles
Exclusive Economic Zone. The maritime space North
of Tobago has tremendous potential for generating
significant revenues from Natural Gas and fishing.
According to the Ministry of Energy, there are
several unproven gas reserves in areas such as Block
22, Block 23(b) and NCMA4, however there is no
accurate account of the amount of wealth that may be
generated by those gas fields located around Tobago’s
territorial waters when they become proven reserves.
There is also no actual means of calculating
the GNP that may be generated as a result of those oil
and gas fields located around Tobago’s territorial
waters. However if or when these reserves go from
probable to proven this would allow Tobago’s
contribution to GDP to significantly increase thus
Tobago’s eligibility for an eight (8%) percent share or
more of the budget would be justified.
It should be noted that there is currently no
existing legislation to support Tobago’s development
of its own energy sector, since under the Petroleum
Act, the Tobago House of Assembly (THA) does not
have the authority to develop any relevant laws or sign
Exploration and Production (E & P) or Production
Sharing Contract (PSC) .
Some advantages and disadvantages of Tobago
getting involved in the Oil and Gas Industry are:
Advantages
>The advent of an energy sector in Tobago can
lead to a shift in Tobago’s negotiating position in
Cabinet. This will answer the long standing question
“What does Tobago bring to the table?”
>The Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) plant to be
built by Centrica holds the key to downstream
enterprise directly related to the Cove Eco-Industrial

and Business Park.
> This provides opportunity for enterprise that
may support the existing tourism industry or may
create additional niche products.
> Creation of jobs in the support and services
sector for the energy companies, example, welding,
laundry, logistics and transportation services.
> Increase in Tobago GDP from revenue
derived from Production Sharing Contracts (PSC)
> Improvement in the infrastructure
development of the island to support the energy
sector in such areas as: Building Ports in
Charloteville and Cove Industrial estate and
extending the Claude Noel Highway to
Charloteville.
Disadvantages
The advent of this new economic activity may
cannibalize the current tourism industry.
Dutch Disease – The Dutch Disease focuses on the
deterioration in the non-tradable segment of
the economy triggered by a resource.
Shift of Economic Resources to the Energy sector.
Environmental degradation, for example, damage
to coral reefs, fishing grounds etc. Cove Industrial Estate is built in an area that has a wide
expanse of natural coral reef, fauna and flora.
Block 22 and Block 23 (A & B) are located in
an area that has a rich supply of fish.
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Coming Soon…
mervynoneil@yahoo.com
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THE STATE OF THE UNION
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS LEADING TO ANNEXATION

Dates

Particulars

1876

Belmanna riots at Roxborough plus poor economic conditions led The Tobago Legislature to vote for the island becoming a Crown Colony.
The Trinidad and Tobago Act of 1877 (50 & 51 Vict. C44)
Governor-in-Chief of Barbados considering bringing Tobago in a confederation with
Barbados, Grenada, St. Lucia and St. Vincent.
An Order in Council separated Barbados from the confederation and created the
office of Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Windward Islands consisting of
Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia and Tobago with headquarters in Grenada.

1877
1885. Feb 25
1885, March 5

1886, Dec

The Secretary of State for the colonies put forward two options on bringing Trinidad and Tobago into a union: (a) The colony of Tobago may be wholly and completely incorporated
with the colony of Trinidad (b) The colony of Tobago may be annexed to Trinidad as a dependency having separate Treasury and subordinate legislature similar to the arrangement
which was in existence between The Turks and Caicos Islands and Jamaica.

1888, Nov. 17

An Order in Council bringing into effect the T&T Act of 1877 WITH TOBAGO RETAINING THE RIGHT TO COLLECT REVENUES, TO TAX AND OTHER RIGHTS – thus leaving
the island some autonomy.
The Order in Council of November is implemented. Tobago is annexed to Trinidad
under a Commissioner.
An Order in Council revokes the Order of January 1, 1888, and lays out the terms and
condition for the arrangement between Trinidad and Tobago which have since been
in place.
Proclamation of the Governor bringing the Order in Council of October into effect.

1889, Jan 1
1898, Oct 20

1898, Dec 8
1899, Jan 1

Order in Council of October 20, 1898 comes into effect making Tobago a ward of
Trinidad.

1980

The Tobago House of Assembly (THA) Act

1996

The Revised THA Act.

Now

Constitutional Reform with impact on the existing THA Act.
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Tobago. There are those who

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND
PERSPECTIVES ON CONSTITUTIONAL
REFORM

BY

Mervyn J. O’Neil

T

(Part I of 3)

oday there is a lively debate regarding
Constitutional Reform in Trinidad and
Tobago. I am not fully informed thus I
will not address that topic directly but
will do so indirectly from the point of view of
providing perspectives on the state of the union
between the two islands. With regards to
debates on Constitutional Reform and Tobago
House of
Assembly Acts to date, one can
sense throwbacks to
the past mixed with
aspirations to catch
up, keep up, and
move ahead. Herein
lies a major, if not,
the
major
stumbling block to
consensus.

The table chronicles the
process which has led to
the
existing
union
between Trinidad and

contend that the riots at

Roxborough in 1876 known as The Belmann a

Riots had
nothing to do with the then Tobago House (of
Assembly) voting the island into becoming a Crown
Colony, there are those who argue coming from the
other
extreme. That date is included in the table for
the sake of both points of view.
The road towards a union between Trinidad and Tobago
started in 1877 with the Trinidad and Tobago Act of 1877
(50 & 51 Vict. C44). At that time Tobago stood alone and was
fully independent. On February 25, 1885, the Governor-inChief stationed on Barbados considered bringing Tobago into a
confederation with Barbados, Grenada, St. Lucia and St.
Vincent. Shortly thereafter (March 5, 1885) an Order in Council
separated Barbados from this confederation and created the
office of Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Windward
Islands which was now comprised of Tobago, Grenada, St. Lucia and St. Vincent. Some stick Dominica in there too, but
whether or not, that is really not pertinent to where we are
going.

It must not be missed on anyone that all the legislative
developments involved were driven by British attempts at
governance, in fact, the objective was always to find the most
effective arrangement
at the least cost as
long as that did not
weaken Britain’s grip
on its empire - nothing
to do with
development – human or otherwise.
Following upon the
Trinidad and Tobago
Act of 1877, the first
concrete steps towards
the union between
Trinidad and Tobago
that
exists
today
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occurred in 1886 when two options were put forward by
the British Secretary of State for the Colonies. The options
were (1) ) That the colony of Tobago may be wholly and
completely incorporated with the colony of Trinidad, AND
(2) The colony of Tobago
may be annexed to Trinidad as a
dependency
having a separate Treasury and subordinate
legislature similar to the
arrangement which was
in existence between The
Turks and Caicos Islands
and Jamaica. The
second option was eventually the direction taken AND
THUS BEGAN THE PROBLEM WHICH ONE SENSES
LURKING in the Constitutional Reform debates
today and as they did in
the Tobago House of Assembly Act debates of
1980 and again 1996.

One fact that stands out is
that the word “annexed”
was used in the original
option put forward by the
Secretary of State but has
never
been
clearly
defined.
The
term
annexation has negative
connotations
especially
when considered in the
context of Adolf Hitler’s
behavior in the 1930’s and
1940’s. One does not
sense any of this in the
existing arrangement between Trinidad and Tobago – but
who knows what is going in the recesses of some people’s
minds! But again, this is not the focal issue here or should it?
The Trinidad and Tobago Act of 1877 which annexed Tobago
to Trinidad was advanced by an Order in Council of

November 17, 1888. And this in fact created the union
between Trinidad and Tobago with these conditions: TOBAGO
RETAINING THE RIGHT TO COLLECT REVENUES, TO TAX AND
OTHER RIGHTS THUS LEAVING THE ISLAND WITH SOME
AUTONOMY – sounds
familiar?

Well in fact herein lies
another major sticking
point.
For starters,
consider the questions of
Revenue collection and the
Right to tax. Now fast
forward to the existing THA
Acts of 1980 and 1996.
They
provide
greater
autonomy for Tobago than
existed between 1899 and
1980, but neither Act
provides Tobago with the
Right to impose a tax on
anyone for any reason. Also,
since Revenues collected in
Tobago go into a national
coffer, this begs the
question, is that what the
Order in Council of 1888
meant? But we are a bit
ahead of ourselves.

The Order in Council of
1888 saw its consummation in 1889 when on
January 1st of that year
Tobago was annexed to
Trinidad
under
a
Commissioner. I cannot
help but indulge here.
Remember Victor Bruce in the 1960’s – he was appointed
Commissioner for Tobago Affairs by Eric Williams. What was
Eric Williams and by extension the Trinidadians doing? Playing
with the “ignorance “ of the Tobagonian? And again the same
in 1980, though this time more folks than Eric Williams and
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the Trinidadians are in the mix. Those involved named the supreme governing body in Tobago the Tobago House of Assembly. The Commissioner title and the THA handle are two throw
backs to the 18th and 19th centuries with none of the powers
inherent back then accruing to Tobago. Terms out of the past
coughed up by researchers and readers but not coming out of
the soul of the people – who by-and-large are still uninformed
on the
information being laid out here – yet are called
upon to make decisions – a topic all of its own isn’t that true?

Now, momentarily back to those throwbacks to the 18th and
19th centuries. Was Eric Williams, who was undoubtedly the
eminent historian-scholar-social scientist, throwing something
in our face? Was he honoring our history? Was he engaging us
in
romantics? Embedded somewhere in here is the issue of
colonialism and the mindset of the colonially educated.
Whatever the case, Tobago today is in the quest for and on the
road to important far-reaching societal matters. Clarity,
historical and otherwise, is necessary or else we will continue
forward and backward in exploitable “half-picked” situations
and decisions.

The Commissioner for Tobago Affairs in the 1960’s reminds us
of January 1, 1889, at which time Tobago was “annexed” to,
some may say by, Trinidad. Note that putting all other thing
aside, for me, Eric Williams struck his lowest point when he
During the 1890’s an adjustment occurred in three moves. On
writes in his History of the People of Trinidad and Tobago,
October 20, 1898 an Order in Council revoked the Order in
“Tobago was sold to Trinidad for $24,000”.
Council of January 1, 1888 and laid out the terms and
conThe THA of 1980 reminds us of the 1760’s and thereafter. It ditions for the arrangement between the two islands which batakes us back to the legislature of the Planter Class on Tobago, sically are in place today. On December 8, 1898, the Governor
with one significant difference, the Tobago House of Assembly issued a proclamation bringing the October Order in Council
of the 18th century did not have the question of autonomy to into effect. And on January 1, 1899 the Governor’s proclamation
deal with other than where the colony stood under the British came into effect. The Order in Council of October 1898 made
crown. Indeed up until 1797, Trinidad still belonged to Spain, TOBAGO A WARD OF TRINIDAD.
thus for those who hold onto the THA handle with “halcyon
Now as with annexation, what does and/or did the word Ward
nostalgics” if they want a true THA as of the 18th century they
mean?
are really asking for independence from Trinidad – secession
and the likes – an issue framed in bickering and confusion there.

It is your responsibility to read
and respond to the Government’s
Green Paper on Constitutional
Reform leading to
Meaningful
Internal
Self-Government
for
Tobago!!!
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www.tobagovoice.com
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